CARDS

Right/Left footprint

Age:

押擦用紙 {5枚 入り)

（５Cards inside)

After taking a footprint, put this card in an
envelope and then store it in a place away
from direct sun light, high temperature, and humidity,
such as a drawer.
(Taking a copy of this card is also recommended.)

※Take your footprint on the backside of this card.

Gender:

Date:
Name:
DOB:

≪FOOTPRINT-TAKING CARD≫

Take the print of this part of the sole of your foot.
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●Should your hands or the sole of your foot start getting itchy or red, stop using this kit
immediately and rinse off affected parts with soap. If the itchy condition does not stop,
please consult with a physician.
●When illuminated with ultraviolet light, the sheet starts producing colour, but it does
not affect the quality of this kit.
●Dispose of this pack as non-combustible waste and the sheet as burnable waste.

●Wipe off dirt and moisture first before taking your footprint.
●After taking your footprint, rinse off transparent ink on your hands and the sole of
your foot with soap.
●Take care not to lick the ink
Enquiries should be made to:
or get it on your clothing.
Association for Promotion of
Footprints
Phone number: 070-4077-9730

（Front and Back）
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Take the print of this part of the sole of your foot.

Caution:
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Put the sheet over this.
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Footprint Stamp Sheet (transparent ink)

How to use this kit:
※ When taking footprints, please be seated at a chair..
① Open this aluminum pack, take out the sheet, and put it on a solid and flat surface.
② Set the sole of your foot on the sheet and give transparent ink.
③ Set the special sheet on a sold and flat surface and take
your footprint. The sheet will immediately produce
colour.
FOOTPRINT-TAKING

